NOTES:
1. SEE CURRENT CATALOG FOR PART NUMBER SUFFIXES TO INDICATE COLOR AND/OR PACKAGE QUANTITIES.
2. SEE CATALOG FOR A COMPLETE LIST OF PARTS APPLICABLE FOR USE WITH THIS PRODUCT.
3. MATERIALS:
   A. MODULE MATERIAL: PLASTIC
   B. ADAPTER: COMPOSITE PLASTIC
4. CASSETTE MODULE WEIGHT:
   2.4oz (69.0g)
5. DIMENSIONS IN BRACKETS ARE METRIC
6. METHOD A CASSETTES COMPLY WITH ANSI/TIA-568-C.0. SEE ANSI/TIA-568-C.0 FOR POLARITY DETAILS AND EXAMPLE OF A BASIC LINK.
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MPO KEY LEFT

LC CONNECTOR LATCH DOWN
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Method A 12F - Cassette (AS)

MPO End / LC End | Fiber Position from MPO End to LC End
---|---
MPO Position | 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
LC Position | 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Part Number FO**-12-10AS

QuickNet SFQ Series Cassette, 12 Fiber Duplex LC to MPO Cassette Method A
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PART NUMBER

Fiber Type | Performance Level | Adapter Color (Split Sleeve)
---|---|---
OM1 | STANDARD LOSS | ELECTRIC IVORY (PHOS BRONZE)
OM2 | STANDARD LOSS | BLACK (PHOS BRONZE)
OM3 | STANDARD LOSS | AQUA (ZIRCONIA)
OM4 | STANDARD LOSS | AQUA (ZIRCONIA)
OM3 | OPTIMIZED LOSS | AQUA (ZIRCONIA)
OM4 | OPTIMIZED LOSS | AQUA (ZIRCONIA)
OS1/OS2 | STANDARD LOSS | BLUE (ZIRCONIA)
OM4+ (SIG CORE) | ULTRA LOW LOSS | AQUA (ZIRCONIA)